PROCEEDINGS OF THE S.D. CLARK SYMPOSIA
ON THE FUTURE OF CANADIAN SOCIETY

Edited by Robert Brym

S.D. Clark, the first chair of the Department of Sociology at the University of Toronto, was one of Canada's leading sociologists in the middle years of the twentieth century. Late in his career, he conducted research on how economic change in Canada resulted in inequality as reflected in patterns of residential segregation. The First S.D. Clark Symposium picked up where Clark left off by focusing on income inequality and its implications. Contributors include Robert Andersen, Lars Osberg, Ito Peng, Gordon Cleveland, John Myles, and Emily Laxer, with Robert Brym's introduction providing an overview of the subject. $10, paper, 120 pp., ISBN-13: 978-1-77244-044-7

"A spectre is haunting Europe and the United States—the spectre of immigration." So begins Robert Brym's introduction to the second volume of proceedings of the annual S.D. Clark Symposium. Contributors Richard Alba, Jeffrey G. Reitz, Naomi Lightman, Monica Boyd, Patricia Landolt, and Salina Abji consider the social and political effects and implications of immigration, both from a comparative perspective and with a specific focus on the Canadian experience in the early years of the twenty-first century. The result is a thought-provoking examination of one of the most important issues of our time. $10, paper, 120 pp., ISBN-13: 978-1-77244-087-4. To be published September 1, 2017.

Canadian identity, governmentality, and security are affected by both the permeability and the strengthening of national borders and personal boundaries. In this symposium, leading figures in the study of borders and boundaries—sociologists, political scientists, and geographers—analyze and debate the contested Arctic, the securitization of the Canada/U.S. border, and the Internet's threat to personal sovereignty. Participants include John Hannigan, Ron Deibart, Heather Nicol, Klaus Dodds, Alison Mountz, and Emily Gilbert. To be published in 2018.
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